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SEE LAW FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES

abdn.ac.uk/lawschool
Why do Legal Studies with us?

• Study with us and see law from different perspectives. Our Legal Studies programmes teach you to view a legal issue from all angles.
• By teaching in this way, irrespective of whether you decide to become a lawyer, we help you develop the skills of critical thinking, logical and persuasive argument and strong presentation skills.
• Be part of an intellectually rich and culturally diverse academic community – with over 1000 students from around 40 different countries.
• Tailor your studies to your interests and career ambitions, with the opportunity to combine your degree with a language or another subject.
• Extend your studies beyond the classroom – we have 11 law-related Student Societies!
• Explore today’s legal issues with a Law School ranked Top 10 in all three major UK league tables (Times GUG 2021, GUG 2021 & CUG 2021).